CLOWN BAGEL WITH CHARGRILLED PIECES

INGREDIENTS
1/2 pack Garden Gourmet Chargrilled
Pieces
2 lettuce leaves

1 SERVING

10 MIN

EASY

Time to go back to school and time to have those lunch boxes ready! This quick and vegetarian
recipe made with Garden Gourmet Chargrilled Pieces makes an exciting lunch meal for your
kids, with lots of fruits in fun shapes!

2 cherry tomatoes
3 black olives
1 banana (as side fruit)
1 strip of celery (as side fruit)
1 tbsp of peanutbutter (as side fruit)
Some blueberries (as side fruit)
Some slices of cucumber (as side fruit)
1 tangerine (as side fruit)

PREPARATION
1. Make the "Bagel" clown
Halve the bagel lengthwise and top with lettuce. Bake the grilled pieces according to the
instructions on the package and arrange them on the lettuce. Place the top of the bagel on
top and make a face of a cherry tomato for nose, and eyes and a mouth of black olives.

2. Bring your Banana Dolphin to life
Cut the stem of a banana to make the dolphin's
mouth. Push a berry or other piece of fruit in between the ‘jaws’ and draw eyes on the peel.

3. Make the 'celery caterpillar'
Spread some peanut butter in the hollow of a piece of celery and press a row of blueberries
into it. Use a tomato as a cup and pipe a face on it with e.g. chocolate paste.

4. Make the 'mandarin snail'
Cut the skin of a mandarin around on both sides in as a wide ring. Cut the 'ring' and peel a
piece on both sides off. Cut one side as a head with 2 ears and draw one with e.g. marker
face up.
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